ETHNIC HISTORY OF NIGERIA

The tribe out group is studying is: ___ Yoruba    ___ Igbo    ___ Hausa-Fulani

People in my group are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

→ Group Instructions:
1. Read the information on your tribe.
2. Divide up the topics.
   • Location/Environment
   • Shelter/Food/Clothing
   • Political Organization
   • Family Structure
   • Religion
   • Economy

→ Individual Instructions:
3. My job is to cover this topic: __________________________________________
4. Decide what you think are the three most important facts for your topic(s).
   ✓ Write 3 sentences – one so summarize each fact.
   ✓ Illustrate 2 of those facts.

→ More Group Instructions:
5. All of this needs to be put onto large poster paper.

(You can help each other. For example, if some people are better at drawing, those people can do extra drawing and less summarizing.)
Planning chart: Make sure you put your tribe’s name in the center, like the Zulu example. Your group will draw this diagram onto large chart paper.